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into a reality:  
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We asked ourselves what would a drawer look like if we were given full freedom to de-
sign as we please? What colours, shapes and materials would we use for the drawer 
sides? What would leather, fabric, stone or rhinestones look like and feel like? 

When we developed the new LEGRABOX range the first thing we did was to break 
away from convention and rethink design. But all of our discussions came back to 
one key question: what are the needs of our customers? So the next thing we did was 
check what you really want and what really benefits you. What is doable, useful and 
easy to manufacture and provides extensive design freedom with little effort? 

These questions have led to the creation of a blank canvas for your ideas. We 
offer you new design options that give you the freedom to turn your inspiration into  
a reality. And make our box system your own. We present to you myLEGRABOX.
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LEGRABOX pure

A true statement  
of beauty 

Flowing lines, classic colours inside and out – monolithic  

drawer side LEGRABOX pure stands for timeless chic.  

Drawer side and branding element in orion grey matt blend  

into an elegant whole, your logo in silver adds a sleek accent.
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LEGRABOX free

A strong passion  
for clarity 

Why not provide better visibility? A drawer side in orion 

grey matt with an elegant design element made of smoked 

glass adds a refreshing accent to rooms with minimalist 

design. The branding element in anti-fingerprint stainless 

steel establishes a visual link to the kitchen front.
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A sure sign  
of character 

Beautiful interiors don’t always have to be glossy.  

Shabby chic is absolutely en vogue. A drawer side  

with a noble rust structured finish gives furniture  

a special look and feel.

LEGRABOX special edition
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A beautiful  
expression  
of personality 

Touch-me textures, a captivating combination of dark 

colours. The carbon look in carbon black matt creates  

a sleek aesthetic, especially in combination with a 

branding element in gold. For living worlds that are coor-

dinated down to the last detail.

LEGRABOX special edition
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A classic touch  
of elegance 

Metallic finishes paired with a muted palette –  

always a fascinating interplay of surface and colour.  

The high-gloss exterior in anti-fingerprint stainless  

steel creates a delightful contrast to the subtle  

carbon black matt interior.

LEGRABOX special edition
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A minimalist  
sense of style 

Small details can make a big impact. Especially with 

minimalist designs. The silk white exterior of the drawer 

side stands out against the wooden texture of the front 

and cabinet. The inner drawer side is finished in a subtle 

orion grey matt. The branding element effortlessly picks 

up the colour of the interior.

LEGRABOX individual
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A trendy homage  
to nostalgia 

The Golden Age is back – at least as far as home en-

vironments are concerned. The drawer side in carbon 

black matt is printed with a geometric pattern to provide 

a genuine wow factor.

LEGRABOX individual
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LEGRABOX individual

A genuine  
commitment  
to naturalness 

Light wood creates a fresh and friendly feel to any  

room. The black cabinet in the kitchen island provides  

a striking contrast to the Scandinavian look. The two  

are visually linked by the drawer side in orion grey matt 

with partial embossing. 
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LEGRABOX | Inspiration

Branding elementLEGRABOX individualLEGRABOX special editionLEGRABOX pure / LEGRABOX free

LEGRABOX free in silk white matt

LEGRABOX free in carbon black matt

LEGRABOX free in anti-fingerprint stainless steel

LEGRABOX free in orion grey matt

Noble rust Colour and material mix

Custom full-surface printing

Custom partial embossingLEGRABOX pure in carbon black matt LEGRABOX pure in anti-fingerprint stainless steel Custom partial laser texturing Custom partial printing

Carbon look in carbon black matt

Anti-fingerprint stainless steel

LEGRABOX pure in orion grey matt LEGRABOX pure in silk white matt

As simple or  
bespoke as  
you wish 

How special do you want LEGRABOX to be?  

You have three design levels to choose from.  

LEGRABOX pure and LEGRABOX free offer a  

selection of standard colours and a premium  

look in anti-fingerprint stainless steel. 

Go one step further with the LEGRABOX special  

edition. This colour coordinated collection features in-

credible looks based on the carbon black matt colour. 

Experience the ultimate in design freedom with 

LEGRABOX individual. Mix colours and materials,  

use printing, laser texturing and embossing options  

to customise drawer sides – the freedom is yours.  

Give free rein to your creativity.

Choose a branding element that best goes with your interpretation 

of LEGRABOX. We will have the logo printed or embossed in the 

colour of your choice. Opt for printing in silver, gold or copper to 

create impressive highlights and produce a unique design that 

underlines the quality of your furniture.

What inspires you?  

Create your very own designs and turn  

LEGRABOX into myLEGRABOX with  

our Design Selector.

www.blum.com/lbxselector 

Note: The variants differ with respect to the framework conditions.

Blum checks individual designs beforehand for their feasibility.
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LEGRABOX | Design

New design freedom 

LEGRABOX boasts many special features including 

stunning design, fascinating technology and enhanced 

ease of use. But it is above all the huge design freedom 

offered by our box system that makes it so attractive.

2-shell drawer side design 

LEGRABOX has 2-shell drawer sides. This means  

that you can use different colours and materials  

for the inner and outer drawer side. 

Your creative playground 

When it comes to the design elements you can create to your heart’s content.  

Glass, wood, leather or stone are just a few of the options you have to add visual impact to LEGRABOX free. 

Add the finishing touch with  
a simple yet distinctive detail.
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LEGRABOX | Design

Stunningly 
beautiful 
design

Slim drawer sides 

The customisable design of LEGRABOX supports the 

latest living trends and opens up a wide range of design 

possibilities. The side panels are straight (inside and 

out) and impressively slim (just 12.8 mm), blending in 

beautifully with all items of furniture.

Harmonious transitions 

All LEGRABOX components are perfectly coordinated,  

creating harmonious transitions inside and out.

Customised branding 

The branding element is an integral part of the LEGRABOX design. It can be 

printed with your brand name or logo. Keep it simple and discreet or make a 

bold statement. The logo can also be printed or laser engraved directly into 

the drawer side.

Detailed information  

on awards:  

www.blum.com/award

12.8 mm
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LEGRABOX | Enhanced ease of use

opening & closing cycles
Our pull-outs are designed to be opened and closed 

100,000 times so that they are a pleasure to use for  

the lifetime of the furniture.

Blum’s four motion technologies deliver effortless con-

venience to LEGRABOX. Adaptive BLUMOTION ensures 

that drawers and pull-outs close softly and effort-

lessly – even if fully laden drawers are slammed shut. 

Drawers and pull-outs open at a single touch with the 

SERVO-DRIVE electrical motion support system. TIP-ON 

BLUMOTION combines the advantages of the TIP-ON 

mechanical opening support system with tried and test-

ed BLUMOTION for soft and effortless closing.

A pleasure  
to use

Mechanical soft close

Electrical opening  
& soft close

Mechanical opening  
& soft close

Find out more about the four  

motion technologies by Blum at:  

www.blum.com/4formore

100,000
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LEGRABOX | Engineering

Fine 
engineering 
LEGRABOX leads the way in terms of technology. Fitted 

with the BLUMOTION S cabinet profile, LEGRABOX 

boasts low opening forces, a synchronised feather-light 

glide and gives you the flexibility to implement three 

different motion technologies. The soft close function 

adapts to the motion technology employed.

The BLUMOTION S cabinet profile is well thought out 

down to the last detail. 169 component parts interact  

to form a functional unit.

Full load bearing capacity 

LEGRABOX performs outstandingly even when fully 

extended and heavily laden. The cabinet profile also 

makes solutions near the floor possible thanks to its low 

sag values. Even very wide and heavy pull-outs have a 

smooth running action thanks to high dynamic carrying 

capacities of 40 and 70 kg.

Stability for high fronts 

High fronts are becoming increasingly popular as a 

design element. LEGRABOX meets this design trend with 

a special front fixing bracket that guarantees maximum 

stability when opening and closing drawers and pull-outs.

169parts
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LEGRABOX | Final assembly on site

Final  
assembly  
on site 
You can either assemble LEGRABOX in your workshop  

or directly on site. On the one hand, this gives you the  

benefit of small minimum order quantities. And on the  

other, it provides maximum design freedom because  

you can wait until assembly to combine outer and inner 

drawer sides.

Design on site 

Design flexibility up until the very last minute with customisable design  

elements that can be mounted with supreme ease.

Easy assembly 

The inner and outer drawer sides are simply clicked together.

Maximum flexibility 

The huge variety of colours opens  

up a multitude of options. This gives you 

flexibility right up to assembly.
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LEGRABOX | Assembly

Easy removal 

Even very wide fronts can be easily removed by  

a single person thanks to the holding position.

Height and side adjustment 

The height (± 2 mm) and side (± 1.5 mm) can be  

adjusted using TORX screws to produce a precise  

gap layout.

Tilt adjustment 

LEGRABOX boasts 3-dimensional adjustment.  

Adjustment features are easily accessible. Tilt can  

be simply adjusted on the inner drawer side, at the  

back of the drawer or pull-out.

Front assembly 

The LEGRABOX front fixing bracket enables fast  

and above all safe assembly and removal. Insert the front 

in the holding position and simply clip on – done! You 

can also easily attach the front if the pull-out is already 

in place.

Outstanding  
assembly  
flexibility
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LEGRABOX | Applications

Amazing 
versatility

LEGRABOX special edition in the kitchen 

You want a design that stands out and still looks  

harmonious and stylish. The carbon look in carbon  

black matt brings classic elegance to the kitchen.
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LEGRABOX | Applications

LEGRABOX pure in the bathroom 

Very classic: Drawer side and AMBIA-LINE inner dividing 

system in orion grey matt. Bath utensils are exactly where 

they should be in LEGRABOX high fronted pull-outs.

LEGRABOX in home offices 

Work is a lot easer if you feel at home.  

Noble carbon black matt creates harmony.

LEGRABOX free in the bedroom and dressing room 

Smooth running characteristics and soft and effortless 

closing make LEGRABOX the perfect choice for quiet 

living areas.
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LEGRABOX | Applications

LEGRABOX individual in the living room 

Use a customised branding element and create  

visual impact with your drawer sides in living rooms.

LEGRABOX special edition in the dining area 

The LEGRABOX carbon look in carbon black matt  

is a real eye catcher in the dining area.

LEGRABOX special edition 

Welcome stylish elegance into your bar with a combination 

of carbon black matt on the inside and anti-fingerprint stain-

less steel on the outside.
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LEGRABOX | Services

Marketing 

You will find professional photos, 

videos, brochures and presentations 

on LEGRABOX in the Marketing Media 

Library. Get some fresh inspiration and 

use our marketing material to persuade 

your customers in sales conversations.

Ordering 

Simply transfer your parts lists from the 

Cabinet and Product Configurator directly 

to your distributor's web shop. In order to 

speed up your LEGRABOX configurations, 

you can manage your different projects 

and templates with  

ease under "My projects" and "My library".

Production 

Use our configurators and appropriate 

assembly devices to accelerate your 

production process. Use BXF files and 

EASYSTICK to transfer planning results 

quickly and simply to MINIPRESS.

Assembly 

Precise installation and adjustment  

are important to you.  

The EASY ASSEMBLY app for 

smartphones and tablets answers  

any questions you may have about 

assembly and adjustment. It contains 

assembly instructions and videos  

for all our products.

After sales service 

We are delighted to provide you with 

continued support after you purchase 

LEGRABOX. Your contact at Blum will be 

happy to answer any questions you might 

have about our products and services.

Concept, planning, quotation 

Plan, configure and save your 

LEGRABOX projects online with  

ease with our free Product and  

Cabinet Configurator. This enables  

you to obtain checked and complete 

parts lists for your customer quotes.

Design 

The Cabinet Configurator helps you 

to design cabinets and displays them 

in 3D. You can find the corresponding 

LEGRABOX options using the integrated 

Product Configurator. Our CAD/CAM Data 

Service provides you with data in the most 

common formats for your design software.

We at Blum will support you along the entire process chain –  

from marketing, planning and product selection right through to 

after sales service. Take advantage of our user-friendly services 

for your projects with LEGRABOX.

Supporting  
you every step  
of the way
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LEGRABOX assembly devices

Base router 

For easy and precise rebating  

of the drawer base.

Drilling template for LEGRABOX 

For precise pre-drilling on the  

base and cabinet back.

BOXFIX Plus

For efficient, simple assembly  

and screw fixing of LEGRABOX.

BOXFIX E-L 

For the manual assembly of  

LEGRABOX pull-outs.

Marking template for LEGRABOX 

For precise marking of front  

drillings.

Universal drilling template 

For precise drilling of fixing  

positions and many other  

applications.

The right tool  
for every job 
We not only offer comprehensive services but also practical assembly devices to 

help you translate your LEGRABOX project into action. Use EASYSTICK to trans-

fer your digital configurations from the Cabinet Configurator to MINIPRESS. Or 

use BOXFIX E-L to quickly assemble LEGRABOX by hand. Our Assembly Device 

Selector will help you find the right tool for the job.

MINIPRESS top with EASYSTICK 

A perfect package for all drilling operations  

on cabinets, doors and fronts.

For more information  

about our services, go to:  

www.blum.com/e-services
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We believe that ideas can move the world. We offer 
innovative fittings, inspiring furniture concepts and 
appropriate services so that you can turn your creative 
ideas into reality. We are driven by your needs, international 
trends and our shared vision of a better quality of living. Let 
us work together to create moving ideas.

We would like you to enjoy greater 
convenience and functionality 

when using furniture.

Quality of living
Everything from a single source: 

our wide range of products allows 
you to keep up with today’s and 

tomorrow’s trends.

Product range

We monitor global trends and 
strive to create the solutions of 
tomorrow. We like to share our 

insights with you.

Inspiration
We stay in motion. Curiosity 
and pioneering spirit drive us 
to develop new products and 

services for you.

Innovation

We support your daily operations 
with customised services tailored 

to your processes.

Services
We continuously strive to improve 

our products, services and 
ourselves.

Quality

We take responsibility for 
partnerships, our employees, 
society and the environment.

Trust Julius Blum started our journey in 
1952 with horseshoe studs. Today 

we supply innovative fittings to 
customers in over 120 countries.

moving ideas
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